
Catalogue of low- and no-cost measures 

Easy applicable
measures that save 

energy, costs and CO2-emissions
 without major investments.

Empower public authorities to establish a  
long-term strategy for mobilizing investment in  

the energy efficient renovation of the building stock
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Low and no-cost 
measures

It is widespread knowledge that the European 
Union’s climate and energy targets can only be 
reached, if the energy consumption of Europe’s 
building stock is significantly reduced. Buildings 
are responsible for 40% of energy consumption 
and 36% of CO2 emissions in the EU. New rigid 
policies and legislation has been passed at EU 
and national level that demands new dwellings 
to fulfil highest energy efficiency standards. The 
biggest challenge however lies with the existing 
building stock. About 2/3 of buildings in the EU 
were constructed before 1980 and less than 10% 
of today’s buildings were built in the 21st century. 
Renovating the many million buildings that were 
constructed with low energy efficiency stan-
dards is a massive undertaking. The good news 
however is that many low and no-cost measures 
exist that can be applied without major investment 
and without major interruption of the building use. 
There is no or only little planning necessary, no 
tenders or public procumrement processes have 
to be started. Most of the measures described 
can be implemented with the assistance of energy 
experts. The reduction in energy use that could 
be achieved by applying such measures could be 
significant.

Learn more about low and no-
cost measures with our webinar 
on Youtube.
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Energy controlling An accurate monitoring of the consumption of 
heat, electric energy and water is the basis for an 
effective energy controlling. It is recommended to 
read the meters on a monthly basis. 

For an energy controlling the following steps 
are required:

• Data collection on site: energy meters, 
surface area, technical infrastructure

• Mapping of the meters with an energy ma-
nagement software

• Creating a “base-year” as a baseline for 
comparison

• Readings of the meters on fixed periods; not 
longer than monthly

• Climate correction with heating degree days
• Analysis of the readings and creation of 

periodical reports
The main energy saving effect is twofold. On 
one hand, the building users will be sensitized 
and they will act differently if they know that their 
energy consumption is observed. On the other 
hand, higher consumption caused by defects of 
technical infrastructure will be recognized quickly 
and can be repaired. No exceeded consumption 
for a longer time can occur.
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Ventilation systems Building users need fresh air. CO2, water vapor, 
fine dust and odors accumulate indoors and have 
to be brought outside of the building. Clean and 
sufficient air is essential for the health and well-
being of the residents.

• Ventilation systems should be activated, if 
they are necessary for the specific usage of 
the room.

• Doors and windows should be closed during 
the operation of the ventilation system.

• To heat up rooms with air heating, recircula-
tion air operation should be used.

• Sunscreens and blinds should be used to 
prevent the building from overheating in 
summer.

• Air condition and cooling may only be used, 
if room temperature is higher than 27°C

• Check the air volumes of the mechanical 
ventilation system. If possible, reduce the 
inlet air volume to 20-30m³ per hour and 
person. If the system is equipped with a 
CO2-sensorset it to 1.000 ppm (parts per 
million).

Scan the QR-Code to watch a 
video on the EmBuild Youtube-
Channel.



room temperature

changing room 22° – 24° C

lavatory 22° - 24° C

common room 20° C

office spaces 20° C

toilets 15° – 17°C

stairways 12° – 15° C

workshops, service stations 12° C

garage 5° C
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Adequate room temperatures A pleasant room climate creates an essential con-
dition for wellbeing and health, as well as good 
performance at work. Temperature, humidity and 
personal constitution influence the feeling and 
well-beeing of the persons inside the premises.
 
In order to feel well, “thermal comfort” should 
prevail. This is a state, which is given when 
persons are satisfied with the air temperature, the 
air humidity, air movement and radiant heat in the 
room.

One factor that can easily be influenced is the air 
temperature. Energy consumption of a building 
is mainly influenced by the room temperature: a 
temperature increase of one degree causes a 6% 
higher consumption. The humidity should match 
the temperature to meet the comfort zone
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Maintenance of mechanical 
ventilation systems

Mechanical ventilation systems can always 
provide us with fresh air in a building. But even 
simple technical systems have a lot of compo-
nents that need attention from time to time. From 
inside the building and from the outside, dust and 
pollutants can get into the air-ducts, the dampers 
and outlets. 

This may be a hygenic problem and with incre-
asing pollution of the components, the energy 
consumption for the transport of the fresh air will 
rise. Dust and fibers in the dampers and filters, as 
well as in the pipeline network causes resistance. 
To override the resistance, more energy for the 
engines is needed.

heat recovery: 
clean and check function
check for defects or corrosion
minimum each 3 months

air flaps for fresh-air and exhaust-air:
check function, minimum each 6 months

fan belt:
check condition and slip
minimum each 3 months
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Save water! The share of the costs for warm in municipal buil-
dings is ca. 5% of the total costs for energy (heat, 
electricity and water). In a normal office building 
the main share of water consumption is caused by 
toilet and urinal flushing.

Water is used decentralised in a building, so the 
user has a huge influence on the water con-
sumption. Caused by technical defects, the water 
consumption can significantly rise without being 
noticed. 

Water taps, toilets and urinals should be checked 
regularly for tightness. Defect parts should be re-
placed immediately. In the case of refurbishment, 
water-saving taps should be installed. The instal-
lation of waterless urinals or the use of rainwater 
is also ecologically worthwhile. The flow rate of 
showers and washbasins should be checked and 
adjusted to maximum flow rates:

device flow rate time

shower 10 l/min. 20 sec.
washbasin 5 l/min. 5 sec.
toilet 6 l per flushing
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Adequate temperatures  
for warm water

Some non-residential buildings have central 
systems for hot water generation. The production, 
storage and distrisbution of warm water consu-
mes energy. The efficiency factor for central hot 
water generation can – depending on the situation 
- go down to approximately 3 to 5%.

An adequate temperature of hot water is 60°C at 
the outlet of the hot-water boiler. The tempera-
ture should not be lower to prevent legionnaire´s 
disease.

Pipes for warm water and circulation should be 
insulated to reduce the energy losses. Depen-
ding on the temperature, the power losses of a 
circulation pipe can be in the range of 20 to 50 
Watt per meter. 

The energy losses can easily be calculated in 
kWh: 

power loss [W/m] • length [m] • operating 
hours per year/1000 [h/a]
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Decentralised hot water In offices, warm water is only needed in kitchens. 
The efficiency factor of central hot water genera-
tion systems in administrative buildings are poor, 
therefore it may be the best solution, to decom-
mission the central hot water-supply and equip 
the kitchens with electronic water heaters.

Because there are no storage losses, flow-type 
heaters are more efficient than storage heaters. 
Only the required amount of hot-water is heated 
accurately to the desired temperature. 

The energy consumption for the generation of hot 
water can be calculated as follows:
volume cold water [m³] • ΔT [K] • 1,163 kWh/
m³K = x kWh

It is recommended to decomission central 
hot water systems and install electronic water 
heaters. Additionally, one can begin to turn off the 
hot water at the wash-basins in the toilets. Inform 
the building users, that not the temperature of 
water is crucial when washing your hands but how 
careful hands are washed.

Breakdown of water consumption in typical office buildings
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Electric light In many buildings, the installation is old and inef-
ficient. There is no centralised control systems, 
the lights are switched on or off by the building 
users. 

A major contribution to save electric energy can 
be brought by the users of a building by correct 
and intelligent use of the lights:

• Switch off lights when leaving the room or 
daylight is sufficient.

• Clean lamps and reflectors regularly.
• Sun-shading should be used in a way, that 

no additional electric lights are necessary
• Install signs and information signs “switch 

off the lights” in infrequently used rooms like 
toilets, storage rooms, kitchens.

• Install motion sensors or timers in corridors 
and halls

• Replace old bulbs and filament lamps with 
efficient lamps - e.g. led retrofit lamps. 

• The room should be illuminated according to 
the requirements and the use of the rooms. 
Surplus lamps should be avoided, and if pos-
sible, removed. Unnecessary lights should to 
be switched off.



room illuminance level

office spaces 500 – 1000 lux

office with daylight 300 – 500 lux

workshop 500 lux

class rooms 300 lux

common room 200 lux

changing room 100 lux

lavatory 100 lux

toilets 100 lux

stairways 100 lux

garage 30 – 100 lux
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Recommended  
illuminance levels

At the installation of lighting, the required illumi-
nance (according to DIN EN 12464) should not be 
exceeded. The efficiency of the installed lighting 
performance can be compared with the target 
value per square meter per 100 lux. The target 
value is 2.0 watts/m²100 lx – for lamp incl. cut-in 
unit, and applies to the sum of basic and effect 
lighting. For a classroom with 300 lx this results in 
a target value of 6.0 W/m².
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Heating Systems –  
general advice

Control and regulation systems must be checked 
regularly for functioning. The parameters like the 
heating times and heating curve must be adjusted 
to the building use and the building standard.

At the end of the heating period, heating system 
without centralised hot water generation should 
be turned off. Furthermore, the burner should 
be switched off, the heat exchanger of district 
heating systems should be cut-off. For elec-
tric heaters, the electric connection should be 
unplugged. The heating pumps should be turned 
off manually – control systems should be kept in 
operation.

Let a specialist check the heating system regu-
larly. Only when all the maintenance is done 
regularly, the heating system will work optimally. 
In addition, maintenance is a good opportunity to 
examine the regulation of the system and to seek 
individual advice on possible improvements by an 
expert.
For timer clocks, the change to daylight-saving-
time must be observed.
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Heating curve The correct adjustment of the heating curve is 
essential, for the energy efficient operation of 
the heating system on the one hand and for the 
satisfaction and well-beeing of the building users 
on the other hand. 

A weather-compensated heating control ensures 
that the temperature of the heating system is 
adapted to the actual heat demand of the building. 

The relationship between outdoor and inlet tem-
perature is described by the heating curve.

The curve slope determines how much the flow 
temperature will be changed when the outside air 
temperature is changing. 

The inclination that has to be set, depends on the 
thermal insulation of the house and the type of 
heating surfaces.

The level of the heating curve is the factor for the 
desired room temperature. For the basic setting 
„0“, a desired room temperature of 20° C is 
assumed.

Scan the QR-Code to watch a 
video on the EmBuild Youtube-
Channel.



slope according to the building standard slope

new building with good insulation, radiators 1.0 – 1.2

new building with good insulation, floor heating 0.3 – 0.5

old building, poor insulation, radiators 1.4 – 1.6

Adjustmentens according to the room temperature slope

always too cold increase level

too cold, esp. on cold days increase slope

in changing of the seasons too warm, ok on cold days increase level and decrease slope

in changing of the seasons too warm, ok on cold days decrease level and increase slope
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Heating curve

Night setback
In general, the temperature the night setback can be activated in residential buildings between 22:00 
and 6:00 h; in non-residential (office) buildings from 17:00 to 06:00 h and on weekends.  
For the night setback a room temperature of 15°C is recommended. If the temperature is lower, much 
more time and energy will be needed to re-heat the building.
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Insulation of heating pipes Warm pipes for heat distribution in a cold cellar 
will loose energy towards the cold room, where 
the energy can not be used.

The pipe network of a central heating system 
should be insulated in order to reduce the energy 
losses in cellar and basement rooms. These 
rooms are warm then, but it is not the main purpo-
se of the heating system to heat up secondary or 
seldomly used rooms. The heat should efficently 
be delivered to the rooms that are really used in 
the building.

Insulate the heat distribution and hot water pipes 
of the heating system. One can carry out the work 
for yourself, but make sure that the insulation is 
according to norms and regulations. The fittings 
have to be insulated without voids, too. The thick-
ness of the insulation has to be equivalent to the 
diameter of the pipe and the thermal conductivity 
of the insulation material has to be at least: 

λ = 0,035 W/(mK)
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Efficient heat  
distribution pumps

Old, unregulated heating circuit pumps are always 
working with the same speed and therefore often 
make more power available than is needed. 

With an annual operation time of 6,000 hours, 
an old circulation pump has an annual electricity 
consumption of 400 to 600 kilowatthours. New 
high-efficiency pumps, however continuously ad-
apt their output to the actual needs of the building 
- and therefore consume much less electricity - 
up to 80 percent.

Replace old inefficient, unregulated heating circuit 
pumps. Before installing new high-efficient pumps 
with electronic control, check for the correct 
dimension of the new pump. The power of the 
pump is depending on the size of the floor area 
they supply with hot water.



Temperature in radiators and rooms

Without hydraulic balancing hydraulic balanced system

Room too cold

optimal
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Optimal comfort
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Hydraulic balancing With the hydraulic balancing, each heating 
element within a heating installation is adjusted to 
a certain flow of hot water. With this, it is ensured 
that heating devices are exactly supplied with 
the amount of hot water that is required to reach 
the desired room temperature and the recircula-
tion of each heating devices have the same low 
temperature.
Without hydraulic balancing, heating devices that 
are close to the boiler, are better provided with 
hot water, heating devices (radiators, floor heating 
etc.) that are far from the boiler are undersup-
plied. Radiators in the upper floor levels will not 
be warm enough. This is caused by the flow 
resistance in the pipe network.
Indicators for a missing hydraulic balancing are, 
that single radiators will not be warm enough 
while other parts of the system are. A pulsing 
operation of the boiler or noise in the radiators 
and the pipe network. If a heating system is 
operated with a high flow temperature in order 
to heat even distant rooms and the recirculation 
temperature is high, a hydraulic balancing of the 
pipe network is required.

Scan the QR-Code to watch a 
video on the EmBuild Youtube-
Channel.
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Correct use of thermostats For the temperature regulation for the building 
users, thermostats are installed at the radiators. 
This gives them the possibility to adjust the room 
temperature to its personal liking. The setting 
of the thermostat will determine, at which room 
temperature the valve will be closed. 

A setting to 3 will result in a room temperature 
of 20°C. A setting to 5 will not cause a faster 
heating-up of the room, but on the contrary, it will 
result in an over-heating of the room, for the valve 
will be closed at a temperature of 28°C.

The users have to find the position of the thermo-
stat that matches their personal heat demand or 
their well-being temperature. The thermostat can 
remain in that position, the central control unit of 
the heating system will regulate the flow tempe-
rature. Only when the users open the windows to 
get fresh air, they should turn off the thermostat.

In less often used rooms like hall-ways, storage 
rooms and toilets, room temperature can be 
lower. The thermostats can manually be limited 
and locked to a setting of 1 or 2.
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Reduce Stand-By consumption Many modern technical devices like printer, pc‘s, 
monitors, coffee machines etc. often go to a 
stand-by modus when switched off. Then, they 
can be easily activated with a remote control. 

In the stand-by modus, the funcionality of the 
device will be limited in order to save energy. The 
amount of energy that is still consumed by the 
power supplies and sensors is called the stand-by 
consumption or power loss. 

Almost any device with an external power supply, 
a remote control, a display or a charging station 
consumes electric energy continuously. To detect 
the power loss you can use a measuring instru-
ment that shows how much energy is wasted. 

Use switchable power sockets to avoid Stand-by 
consumption
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Check for steady loads Energy is power multiplied by time 

kWh = KW • h 

Not only the power of a device is significant, but 
also it`s operation time. Even a small load can 
cause a high consumption if it running for a long 
time.

Some buildings are equipped with technical infra-
structure that may consume energy continuously 
if the controls and regulations are not set proper-
ly. Examples for steady loads may be ventilation 
systems, vending machines or heating elements 
for buildings in a harsh climate (e.g. electric 
heating for rain pipes, park decks).

To determine steady loads you must monitor the 
electric consumption: is there a high consumption 
at night and on weekends? Another possibility 
is to measure an analyse the load curve of the 
building. Does it show a base-load and is that 
explicable?
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Avoid electric heating If electric heating devices are used in public buil-
dings, it indicates that there is a problem with the 
heating system. If remote rooms are heated with 
additional electric heaters, it may be because the 
existing heating system – due to hydraulic prob-
lems - does not provide sufficient energy there.

But electric heating is 2 to 3 times more expen-
sive than heat generation with a central heating 
system based on oil, natural gas or biomass. And 
the use of electricity causes more CO2-emissions 
than conventional energy carriers.

Try to optimize heat distribution in the building 
with a hydraulic balancing and inform the users.
On the other hand, electric heating may be 
reasonable in some cases, e.g. if it can avoid that 
the whole building has to be heated. This may be 
the case if only single rooms or remote rooms for 
gatekeepers or security have to be warm.
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Small measures for the  
building envelope

Insulation measures of the building envelope are 
expensive and require a longer consultation and 
planning before they are implemented. But there 
are some easy measures that can improve the 
energy performance of a building:

Insulation of the basement ceiling to reduce 
energy losses towards the unheated cellar can be 
easily done and saves approximately 5% energy 
per year. With an insulation, the temperature of 
the floor rises and improves the comfort for the 
building users.

In winter, an insulation of top floor ceiling reduces 
energy losses towards an unheated attic. In 
summer the insulation prevents the rooms from 
overheating.

To reduce energy losses of warm air and uncont-
rolled infiltration check and improve air tightness 
of the building. Especially the window seals 
should be checked regularly. Unnecessary ducts 
and chimneys not in use should closed in order to 
prevent heat to escape from the building or rain-
water to get into the entity.
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